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ABSTRACT
Delta plains host heavily populated and extensive agricultural areas with strong anthropogenic overprints on the natural evolution of these important landforms. Furthermore, modern delta plains have formed over a short geological time frame, representing immature end members to ancient counterparts in Earth’s history—it could thus be argued that these are poor analogues for deciphering the sedimentary rock record. Our present study offers unique insight into the controls and potential extent of ancient deltas by investigation of the Triassic Boreal Ocean, where a large delta plain has been traced across >1.65 × 10⁶ km². We show by comparison that the Triassic Boreal Ocean delta plain is larger than all modern and known ancient counterparts. Supply-driven progradation of this delta system proceeded uninterrupted on a 10⁴ yr scale, indicating relative sea-level stability during this period—in support of a Triassic Greenhouse without pronounced glaciations. Reconstructed paleo-bathymetric relief shows the Triassic Boreal Ocean to have been one order of magnitude smaller than modern equivalents, explaining its vast extent. Despite its extent, the delta plain shows similar geomorphological characteristics to many modern delta plains, supporting their validity as analogues to the ancient, although scales might vary significantly.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding the character and development of delta plains is crucial to constraining past eustatic sea level (Haq et al., 1987; Miller et al., 2005), paleogeographic reconstructions (Miller et al., 2013), past climate (Hochuli and Vigran, 2010), and the evolution of life (Woodroffe et al., 2006; Greb et al., 2006). Our understanding of the nature and character of ancient deltaic depositional environments is complicated by how modern delta plains have developed in an anomalous Holocene highstand period with strong anthropogenic influence. For example, sediments trapped upstream by dams combined with bank-stability measures and a rising global sea level (Svyitski et al., 2009) result in net land loss downstream (Blum and Roberts, 2009)—directly affecting the shape of delta plains (Svyitski and Saito, 2007). With global sea level expected to rise (Rahmstorf, 2007) and delta plains continuing to subside (Svyitski et al., 2009), present geomorphological characteristics of deltas are being affected by extreme and anomalous effects of anthropogenic interference. Given that this interference is not counteracted, the present interglacial highstand could be sustained (Archer and Ganopolski, 2005) while deltas will be prevented from resuming the depositional style characterizing foregone periods with prolonged highstands, such as the Triassic, when low-gradient delta plains developed over the large marine areas that are today occupied by continental shelves.

To investigate the character and extent of a large-scale delta plain unaffected by human interaction, we use seismic reflection data and well logs to study the subsurface succession of the Triassic Boreal Ocean (TBO; Fig. 1). This succession is characterized by a large (hundreds-of-kilometers areal extent) deltaic river system of Carnian age (237–227 Ma) across the entire present-day Barents Sea and is also exposed in outcrops in islands along the uplifted northern flank of the basin (Klausen et al., 2015). We consider the overall extent of the TBO delta plain in relation to ancient and modern analogues, and discuss the exceptional circumstances required to produce the largest delta plain in Earth’s history.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TRIASSIC BOREAL OCEAN DELTA PLAIN
A delta plain is defined as the coastal areas with a common gradient profile, controlled by backwater-length, toward a proximal knickpoint between the alluvial plain and the fluvialite to marine-influenced parts of river systems (Blum and Roberts, 2009; Bhattacharya et al., 2016). Siliciclastic sedimentation in the TBO started with very high sedimentation rates shortly after the Permain-Triassic event (Eide et al., 2017), resulting in kilometer-thick siltstone-dominated successions prograding >1000 km into the basin during the Induan (Early Triassic) and creating a relatively shallow epicontinental basin. After a reduction in sediment influx during the Olenekian and part of the Anisian, indicated by the slight backstepping of sedimentary packages relative to the Induan (Fig. 1C), sediment supply resurfaced in the Middle Triassic Ladinian interval. Because the northwestern boundary of this system cannot be defined, it is impossible to say how far the system prograded, but it had to prograde >500 km to cover the entire basin with deltaic sediments. This westward migration of its main depocenter could be explained by the Ladinian humid interval (Bernardi et al., 2018) and later Carnian pluvial events (Hochuli and Vigran, 2010) as possible climatic drivers that facilitated resurgence in sediment supply to the basin.

Semi-parallel subsurface seismic reflections are tied to specific periods within the Triassic according to biostratigraphic information (Vigran et al., 2014) and are traceable throughout the greater Barents Sea basin. Within the Middle to Upper Triassic (Ladinian to early Norian) Snadd Formation, each progradational package approximates 2–5 m.y. (Paterson and Mangerud, 2017), and within these discrete rock intervals, characteristic contrasts in acoustic properties enable identification of geomorphological features down to ~15 m thickness in three-dimensional (3-D) seismic data, and are used together with core and well logs to interpret fluvial and interbedded shallow marine depositional environments. Three-dimensional seismic data show large-scale channel belts up to 25 km wide and >50 m thick with pronounced lateral accretion surfaces in the eastern part of the basin, formed during the early Carnian interval (Fig. 2). This is
characteristic of meandering river systems forming in proximal parts of delta plains. The late Carnian shows similar but narrower channelized deposits, with both delta plains stretching across the basin (Klausen et al., 2015).

In this study, we restrict the TBO delta outline to the present shelf edge of the Barents Sea that overlies Triassic strata with deltaic deposits. Areas with time-equivalent deltaic deposits in eastern Greenland and the Canadian Sverdrup Basin (Hamann et al., 2005; Omma, 2009; Sømme et al., 2018) are excluded from the total area (see the GSA Data Repository1). This is a conservative approach to defining the actual potential size of the delta, as its basinward termination is not observed within the present outline. Prodeltaic, shallow marine, and bay deposits, however, interfinger with terrestrial deposits, demonstrating that this is a delta plain, not a floodplain (Klausen et al., 2015). The conservative estimate compensates for post-depositional tectonic stretching, which acted to extend the area over which the delta was originally deposited (Faleide et al., 2008). Restricted by the present shelf and the easternmost observations of terrestrial Carnian deposits, the TBO delta plain is measured to cover >1.65 × 10^6 km^2 (Fig. 3).

Despite subaerial exposure indicators such as paleosols, the TBO delta plain shows no signs of incision exceeding tens of meters (Klausen et al., 2015). The limited incision can explained by autogenic processes, which together with thick successions of terrestrial deposits attests to steady generation of accommodation (Fig. DR2 in the Data Repository) without periods of substantial degradation. This is an important characteristic of the TBO: its delta plain was overall net aggradational across its widespread extent.

COMPARISON TO MODERN AND ANCIENT COUNTERPARTS

Modern delta plains are geologically young and started prograding ~10 k.y. ago following eustatic sea-level rise in response to the retreat of ice coverage of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; Hanebuth et al., 2000; Berné et al., 2007). This contrasts with the TBO delta plain, where each progradational package approximates 2–5 m.y. (Klausen et al., 2015) and developed in a basin with steady accommodation. Comparing the areal extent of ancient and modern delta plains illustrates how different these geomorphological features can be at their mature and juvenile stages. The largest modern delta plain is associated with the Amazon River and covers ~1.08 × 10^6 km^2 (Fig. 4A), more than an order of magnitude smaller than the TBO delta plain.

Cenozoic glacio-eustatic lowstands caused delta plains to extend across the shallow marine areas now characterized as continental shelves (Hanebuth et al., 2000). The LGM represents the last of a series of lowstand stages and its deposits shaped modern shelves that consequently provide an estimate for the possible extent of delta plains developed during lowstand eustatic conditions. Pleistocene deposits of the northern Sunda shelf (southeast Asia) is an example of such a LGM delta plain, and within its stratigraphic record are indications of incision during pronounced eustatic sea-level lowering (Reijenstein et al., 2011). Large parts of LGM delta plains could therefore be net degradational. To avoid underestimation, the full possible extents of these LGM delta plains are considered (see the Data Repository). We exclude the Arctic Barents and Kara shelves from LGM estimates because they were characterized by grounded ice sheets during glaciations (Jakobsson et al., 2016). The largest polar LGM shelf is located in the Chukchi Sea, covering ~8.26 × 10^6 km^2 or approximately half the size of the conservative TBO delta plain estimate (Fig. 4B). Outside of polar regions, the LGM shelf of the Gulf of Carpentaria (Australia) represents an area of 9.01 × 10^6 km^2, and the Yellow Sea represents an area of 8.56 × 10^6 km^2. The Sunda shelf is also large but comprised two distinct paleo-deltaic draining systems from the north and south (Reijenstein et al., 2011; Sathamurthy and Voris, 2006), representing areas of 8.81 × 10^6 km^2 and 4.98 × 10^6 km^2 respectively, amounting to a combined area of 1.38 × 10^7 km^2. Despite our overestimates of the extents of LGM deltas, the TBO delta plain out-scales all.

Estimating the size of net-aggradational delta plains in the rock record is challenging because discrete delta plain boundaries are not readily constrained and commonly, due to post-depositional erosion, are incomplete. Tectonic overprint is also a limiting factor. An approximation is offered by comparison of the conservative outline for the TBO delta plain to interpreted outlines of formations with known large delta systems (Reijenstein et al., 2011; Broughton, 2016; Blum et al., 2017) and areas with extensive near-coast terrestrial deposition (Golonka, 2007) (Fig. 4C). Epicontinental seas, such as the Western Interior Basin (WIB, North America), were as much as 3.5 × 10^6 km^2 in extent and covered by terrestrial deposits at maximum regression, but comprised multiple discrete deltas not necessarily coeval or in a state of net aggradation (Bhattacharya et al., 2016). One large delta plain of the WIB in a net-aggradation state at maximum regression is represented by the Late Cretaceous McMurray Formation (western Canada). Although parts of this succession have been eroded, lower delta plain deposits observed in northern outcrops constrain parts of the deltaic part of this system (Broughton, 2016) and suggest that it is comparable in size (~1.02 × 10^6 km^2, based on outlines of Benyon et al. (2014)) to the TBO delta plain. Global paleogeographic reconstructions are poorly constrained for comparison with the TBO delta plain, but we note that some ancient coastal regions with terrestrial deposition approach conservative estimates of the extent of the TBO delta plain, all ~1.3 × 10^6 km^2 (Table DR1 in the Data Repository). These paleogeographic reconstructions (Golonka, 2007) do not discriminate between possible multiple deltaic systems, and go beyond...
the limited regions strictly defined as deltaic to include all terrestrial deposits. The largest area defined as deltaic (Golonka, 2007) is represented by the Kanienna Group in southeastern Europe, estimated to cover ~7.1 x 10^6 km^2.

Estimates of the TBO drainage area equal those of the largest in the world (Fig. 3); within this drainage area, Uralide topography likely surpassed that of the present, ranging from 4 to 6 km based on plate tectonic configurations (Puchkov, 2009). Although multiple smaller rivers likely contributed to the overall water and sediment discharge in the catchment, the presence of a single major trunk river system sourced from the southeast controlled sediment distribution to its associated delta plain (Klausen et al., 2015). High precipitation was facilitated by monsoonal climate (Hochuli and Vigran, 2010). Most important for extensive progradation was, however, a restricted paleobathymetric relief in front of the prograding delta (Fig. 4D). This relief has been defined using reconstructed prodeltaic clinoform surfaces following methods outlined in Klausen and Helland-Hansen (2018) and indicate a paleobathymetry of ~400 m (Fig. DR3). Although modern deltas could potentially migrate rapidly seaward in the more restricted water depths characterizing modern shelves (~120 m), created during late Holocene flooding (Hanebuth et al., 2000), this progradation would be halted by an increase in bathymetric relief ranging from 2000 m to 4000 m at their shelf edge (Fig. 4D), as deltas have repeatedly been throughout the Cenozoic. Steady accommodation and the likely absence of incision negate eustatically driven relative sea-level falls of ~50 m as inferred in the TBO basin by Haq et al. (1987). Although smaller-scale sea-level variations likely occurred and could, in addition to autocyclic delta lobe switching, explain parasequence-scale flooding surfaces, the large-scale delta architecture seems to have been controlled by transgressive-regressive cycles driven by normal progradation during prolonged sea-level highstand interrupted by transgressions at time scales of 10^6 yr. These transgressive-regressive cycles were likely caused by tectonically (Watts, 1982) and climatically (Hochuli and Vigran, 2010) driven variations in subsidence and sediment supply.

Figure 2. Distribution and character of channelized deposits on Triassic Boreal Ocean (TBO) delta plain. Root mean square (RMS) relative signal strength attribute maps are from 11 different three-dimensional seismic surveys (two surveys are merged in northwest) extracted on horizon equivalent to maximum regressive stage in early Carnian. Channelized deposits with lateral accretion characterize proximal parts of study area, whereas western parts are dominated by ribbon-shaped, elongated channelized deposits. Change from belt to ribbon approximate change from trunk river to distributary rivers in lower delta plain. Stratigraphic interval illustrated in these attribute maps is shown in Figure DR2 (see footnote 1). Scale bar applies to all surveys, and their relative distance is at scale, showing vast extent over which these channelized deposits are mappable. Island of Bjørnøya (Svalbard) is included for geographical reference. 3-D—three-dimensional; Max—maximum; Min—minimum. Inset 1 is close-up of lateral accretion surfaces characterizing channel belt deposits in eastern parts of study area. Inset 2 is cross section through meander bend in inset 1, showing lateral accretion surfaces relative to a well (7131/4-1 [data were made available by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate]; gamma ray log in yellow, core interval in white) in near-angle offset two-dimensional seismic data.
Gulf of northern Pangea; (2) widespread delta plains require high sediment input from a large drainage area, but the most important prerequisite for the TBO was the shallow marine basin it prorogated into; and (3) thick successions of nonmarine deposits indicate prolonged sea-level highstand uninterrupted by significant shoreline translocations, negating glacially driven eustatic changes and supporting a persistent Triassic greenhouse setting (Miller et al., 2005).

The TBO delta plain comprises a delta plain end member unaffected by anthropogenic factors and major fluctuations in global sea level—illustrating how extensive progradation and net land gain characterize delta progradation. Despite profound differences, the character of the TBO delta plain and associated river system resemble Quaternary counterparts in terms of delta plain development, demonstrating that discharge and equilibrium profiles control depositional styles in modern and ancient times alike. Although partly countered by high global sea level, increased river discharge from climatic change (Meehl et al., 2005) can potentially facilitate future TBO delta plain equivalents under prolonged interglacial conditions (Rahmstorf, 2007). Their extent will however be restricted by bathymetric relief, current plate-tectonic distributions, and topographic hinterland relief, lowering the likelihood for out-scaling the TBO delta plain.
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